
The Escapist

Tragedy always has a way of following the human condition wherever a soul may travel. An anecdote I
recall to is that comedy is equal to tragedy plus time. Time heals all wounds eventually. Atrocities are 
forgotten. Things are forgiven. The time that passes is normal. But what of those only just encountering
the cruel mistress that is tragedy? The shock of a loved one dying, or turning their back on you. The 
betrayal felt when one of your best friends has decieved you greviously. The tragedy of the human 
condition, as experienced by a victim of a decisive shockwave. The brevity that a fellow human has 
caused something to do great harm to you. Marring your life from the point you met them onwards. 
When a personal tragedy cannot be understood, or simply to evade the daily toil of what a life has 
become, you become the escapist. I myself have recently been struck a blow that has made me rethink 
everything, and have come to realize what it means to be an escapist. By definition, the goal of an 
escapist is to be mentally distracted. When the one thing on your mind, the tragedy, must be replaced 
by something tedious, more normal to life before the tragedy began to take shape. Reading, gaming, 
sports, social media; is all the same, once you find its purpose. Sports are designed to fabricate a 
challenge to be toppled. Books are meant to be works of which you can explore the range of human 
interactivity. Gaming is much like books, although with less imagination. And social media is the 
barebones of social struggles, displayed and dolled out in rations which you use to belittle fellow man. 
They are all meant to kill time, and help you understand the complexities of human interactivity. Take a
board game for example. What is the fun part about monopoly? Rolling the dice? Passing "Go"? No. 
It's the interation between people that makes it special. It's an interaction, that, to be free of an addiction
to escapism, needs to be re-established after tragedy strikes. It's the professional form of escapism: 
living. After the tragedy's effects have been nullified. The belligerents been sedated. The problem either
solved, or concluded. Life can continue. All that is needed to cope is a strong mind willing to give up 
that which the tragedy has robbed you of. That, and the willpower to seek the creation of new 
memories.


